Bi = iq+ir±(nk)rkAk
are equivalent for q è 0 in the sense that if either has a limit as n-* oo the other has the same limit [l, p. 180].1 For double sequences the corresponding transforms are
(1) ^» = ^ + 1) £U + iA*+Jg Ahk'
.
/ , «X-»-» \r (m\(n\ »+»-*-* (2) »_-(,+ « ¿(J(Jt A»
This paper is concerned with two theorems regarding these transforms. Throughout the discussion q è 0. Theorem 1. If Aim has a limit as m, »-*«>, then 5J,B Aas that same limit and if:Bmn has a limit and is bounded, then A^ has that same limit but there do exist sequences for which 2C has a limit but for which limm,",w Al" does not exist for any q^O.
The relation (3) Bin = ?V"_i."-i -qiq + DOC-i + ¿Li.") + (? + l)*Aln may be verified by substitution from (1) into the right-hand side. This relation may be written in the form Bmn = q C<4m-l,n-l -Am,n-X -Am-X,n + Amn) qiAm.n-X + Ant-l,n ¿Amn) + Amn.
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1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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Successive repetitions of this procedure lead finally to the relation
A,*=0 \? + 1/ Relation (5) expresses A%" as a transform of the sequence B*,n. The coefficients of the transformation satisfy the conditions for regularity [3, p. 23] . Hence if B^ has the limit A and is bounded, then A'mn also has the limit A.
To see that there exist sequences for which the transform Bl,n has a limit but for which limm,«^.,, A%" does not exist for any g = 0 consider the sequence ^4m" = (-l)np2m+"_1{n(p+l)+p}, p>l. For this sequence one may readily verify by substitution into (2) that Bvmn = 0 whenever «>1. Thus for this sequence the transform B"" has the limit 0. But by substituting into (1) and simplifying one obtains and 4m" is bounded it follows that each of the parts Su S2, S3, 54, S6, Sy, Sg, So has the limit zero as m, »-> oo. Thus if S6 has the limit zero it will follow that the difference B14mM -A2m,2n has the limit zero. Let Qm.n denote the largest of the numbers ((m+A)1/2 + (w+A)1/2)
•((m+A)(«+A))1/2-|am+A,n+t| for m<h<3m and n<k<3n. Then for all A, k in these intervals Since the quantity in braces is bounded and Qmn-»0 it then follows that 5&-»0 as m, »->«>. Hence the difference .Bj»ito-i42m,2n has the limit zero. With only slight modifications of this argument it can be shown that T^i^-^2m+i,in, B\m4n--42m,2n+i, and B^^ -.42m+i,sn+i have the limit zero. The proof of the theorem is then complete.
